
POLS 395
ISLAM & DEMOCRACY



ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM – BASICS
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Percentage of “Not Free” countries, by region



Fish, Islam and Authoritarianism (2002):
• First article to empirically test the relationship 
• Not looking to test the effect of Muslims on democracy

Fish (2002), pg 7

ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM - LINK





Ross (2001)



ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM - MECHANICS
ARGUMENT: Islam is essentially anti-democratic
• Pushback: often summarily dismissed for not taking into account 

the varied interpretations of Islam and the diverse histories & 
realities of Muslims



ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM - MECHANICS

ARGUMENT: Muslim countries are less secular 
• Clearly, there’s something to this: the legitimacy of certain 

monarchs (e.g., Jordan & Morocco) is directly linked to their 
claims to Prophetic lineage while other leaders (monarchical 
and otherwise) leverage religion in various ways







ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM - MECHANICS

ARGUMENT: Not less inclined toward democracy, but liberal 
democracy











ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM –VERDICT?
• Statistically speaking, Muslim-majority countries differ from all 

others in their levels of democracy (this finding is fairly robust)
• The reason(s) for this association are not entirely clear (although 

some explanations are not particularly useful, while others cannot 
be altogether dismissed)

• It could be that Muslim-majority states have a particular 
disadvantage when it comes to liberal democracy
• Under what conditions (or pre-suppositions) would this matter?

• More convincing political explanations abound



ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM -VERDICT?
“Islam attempts to control so many aspects of life, to encourage so 
much fixity of status and submission to authority, and to remain so 
independent of secular authority that it invariably clashes with the 
liberalism, individualism, freedom, mobility and sovereignty of the 
democratic nation.” (Kingsley Davis, 1942)

“The linkage between democratic instability and Islam may also be 
accounted for by elements inherent in Islam as a religious system. 
Democracy requires a universalistic political belief system in the 
sense that it legitimates different ideologies. And it might be 
assumed that religious value systems which are more 
universalistic…will be more compatible with democracy than those 
which assume that they have the only truth.” (Seymour Lipset, 1959)



ISLAM ANDAUTHORITARIANISM -VERDICT?
“Catholicism attempts to control so many aspects of life, to 
encourage so much fixity of status and submission to authority, and 
to remain so independent of secular authority that it invariably 
clashes with the liberalism, individualism, freedom, mobility and 
sovereignty of the democratic nation” (Kingsley Davis, 1942)

“The linkage between democratic instability and Catholicism may 
also be accounted for by elements inherent in Catholicism as a 
religious system. Democracy requires a universalistic political belief 
system in the sense that it legitimates different ideologies. And it 
might be assumed that religious value systems which are more 
universalistic…will be more compatible with democracy than those 
which assume that they have the only truth.” (Seymour Lipset, 1959)


